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Aphantasia is me escaping through the river 
 

Diving into the nothingness of my mind’s eyes 

 
 

 
                                                            Latitude – Mina Boromand 2019 

 
 
“I died to the mineral state and became a plant 
I died to the vegetal state and reached animality 
I died to the animal state and become a man 
I will become that which cannot come into the imagination 
Then I will become non-existent, non-existence.”1 

 

 

 

 
1 
 Jalāl ad-Dīn Muhammad Rūmī, Persian poet of XIIIth century. 
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Introduction 
 

“Which green is darker, the green of grass or the green of a pine tree?” –

this question involves an act of imagination / visualisation – to picture the 

grass, the pine … both the act of visualisation and the question – a normal 

act. Some people answer this question by picturing the grass and the pine 

tree in their mind. However, some people cannot visualise the grass nor 

a pine tree in their mind. … cannot do any of these things. 

 

Aphantasia is a condition that means that when you close your eyes, for 

example, you cannot see your parents’ faces while thinking of them. In 

recent years, cognitive tests and brain scans have been used to further 

explore the condition of aphantasia. From this ongoing research, it 

appears that many aphantasic people work in the creative field, finding 

perhaps in the expression through arts the possibility of compensating for 

their lack of visual imagery. I myself am affected by aphantasia, and since 

discovering this, I have started to wonder whether my passion for art and 

photography was, and is, an unconscious response to my brain’s desire 

to remember things and facts, events and people, a way of keeping my 

memories alive. 

 

The aim of this dissertation is an attempt to answers some critical 

questions using a visual and nonlinear narrative exploring the events in 

my life as a feminist artist case study. What is aphantasia and why is it 

important to look into traumatic events in life to find reasons for this 

condition? What is the role of neurological disorder in aphantasia? What 
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is the effect of aphantasia on the individual’s creative performances? 

What can aphantasia say about art and what we can learn from it?  

 

In order to answer to these research questions, I will be looking at other 

aphantasic artists’ practice and search for any similarities or differences 

of how their related artwork is depicted.  My displacement journey from 

my country of origin started over thirty years ago and will be used as a 

case study highlighting how aphantasia made me experience the various 

and challenging events of my life and made me an artist. I will narrate my 

story in the present tense, using time as the element of the lack of visual 

imagery in my mind's eye. As a result, while I will be looking at the events 

in my life as if they were in the present, I will not use any names for people, 

since in my mind they appear as a shadow, and not defined.  

 

This dissertation will consist of four parts, each describing a segment of 

my displacement journey and bringing into consideration a literature 

review to substantiate the hypothesis that this condition can help in 

overcoming traumatic experience and can be therefore an effective aid to 

deal with challenges. I believe the stories that happened in my life keep 

happening over and over throughout history. I am one of many who have 

gone through them, just one who has found the possibility of telling their 

story. As Ursula Le Guin2 says “The unread story is not a story; it is little 

black marks on wood pulp. The reader, reading it, makes it live: a live 

thing, a story.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 Le Guin, A. (1989), Dancing at the Edge of the World: Thoughts on words, Women, Places. 
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Escaping from Iran 

 

 

                                
                              
                                        Escaping from Iran - Mina Boromand 2018     

 

Through the nothingness of your mind’s eye, dig deeper, try to remember! 

What do you remember from inside of darkness of the nothingness?  

 

I remember my story of when she is packing, almost nothing. They have to leave 

right now. No one asks any questions. She wraps in a sandy colour chador to disguise 

herself. The van is waiting to take them to Milak, a small town on the border with 

Afghanistan. She is full of fear and excitement. She wants to change the world for 

the better. For that reason, she is ready to take any orders or action. They have to 

act quickly. Jump on the back of the van and sits low. After a few kilometres passing 

the small villages, the van suddenly stops, the driver tells them to run before the sun 

rises. Very quietly, they must pass through this area. The Sepah Pasdaran are 

guarding the area. They have a fearsome reputation: capture would result in torture 
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and death. Confused and terrified, she runs with the group from one bush to the 

next. They scan the area for any traps. She feels thirsty and breathless.  

 

 

                                         Journey of Displacement - Mina Boromand 2019 

 

They reach the desert. It seems so openly nowhere to hide. Some shadow in the 

distance draws attention so without any hesitation, run for shelter! She feels a sense 

of anxiety in her hands and feet. She sees a hill, whispers ‘lie down’. The shadow 

becomes clearer.  The border patrol is checking the terrain! They must not move. 

She hears her heartbeat, feeling numb. She is waiting for a shout of STOP or the 

sound of gunfire. She gazes at the riverbank, then at the water. The River Hirmand 

seems so rough. In moments like that, her imagination looks black. In the distance, 

the patrol appeared again; they have to cross the river. It seems very slippery. They 

hold to each other with a struggle trying to move forwards. The cold water makes 

her realise that she is almost safe. They go deeper and deeper into the moving water. 

The water reaches her chin, she tries to keep her head up. They are crossing the river 
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Hirmand, half-floating, half-paddling. The border control on the other side in 

Nimroz, Afghanistan is waiting for them. She hears the gunfire shot and her body 

freezes, suddenly she feels floating in the air, but it is her husband that carrying her. 

They are safe at last. The muddy river is the colour of coffee streaming past; for the 

second time she looks at the water. This moving, living thing is a space between her 

past and future.                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

                                                                       Motion - Mina Boromand, 2018 

 

She is standing on the soil of Afghanistan, there are a few trees, so she creeps 

carefully along passing near the trees. The sounds of a car engine from a short 

distance worry them. They are not sure what's going to happen! Are they going to 

prison? The car stops, a young voice in Russian welcoming them.  She feels her heart 

jumping for joy. She whispers in a tired and worn-out voice ‘spaseeba’.   

                  

*** 

How does the aphantasic mind reminisce? How does memory work in the 

absence of visual imagery? When I am describing a river, my mind cannot 
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recollect its image. However, because I stood in its muddy waters, I can 

feel a sensation which returns to me in the moment I remember. Being 

unable to visualise things and people makes the brain search for details 

elsewhere – such as remembering them by playing through emotions, 

through the connection of the feelings felt towards a place or a person. In 

other words, it seems that the emotional and bodily senses compensate 

for the lack of the mind's eye. 

 

My Farsi nickname is ‘hamishe geryan’ – she who forever cries. I wonder 

now whether crying was the way my body remembered, and the way it 

was trying to connect me to places in the past. I will follow my body’s call 

and explore what aphantasia might be in the context of a life: a way of 

validating one’s existence and a means to overcome trauma. 

 

Francis Galton, a Victorian scientist, was one of the pioneers in the 

research on aphantasia. In 1880, he reported the details of his study of a 

group of young male participants in a mental imagery questionnaire in the 

publication ‘Statistics of Mental Imagery’3. He categorised the ability to 

form mental imagery outcome into highest, middle and lowest capability. 

One of the participants, who fell into the lowest category, said the 

following: "My powers are zero. To my consciousness, there is almost no 

association of memory with objective visual impressions. I recollect but do 

not see it.”4  

 

Since Galton first attempted to explore the topic of visual imagery, many 

other researchers have taken up the investigation. One of the most 

relevant contemporary researchers in the field, Adam Zeman, a professor 

 
3 Galton F., (1880).  ‘Statistics of Mental Imagery, p.312, first published in Mind.  
4 Ibidem. 
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of cognitive and behavioural neurology, in 2015 led a research called ‘The 

Eye’s Mind’, a neurological study of visual imagination.  

 

In one of his experiments, he used the vividness of the visual imagery 

questionnaire (VVIQ)5 as a research tool. This helped the research team 

to comprehend the outcome of the participants’ performance closely. The 

result confirmed that some people lack the ability to visualise in their 

mind's eye. They named this condition ‘aphantasia.’ Zeman described it 

as "a fascinating variation in human experience rather than a medical 

disorder" (BBC interview, 8/02/2019).  

 

Likewise, investigating how the brain activates while remembering and 

associating concepts to images, Zeman’s team scanned the brain 

activities of participants who were asked to identify the picture of Barak 

Obama amongst four presented6. Brain scans showed that many of the 

areas in which activity rises as the vividness of image increases, are 

located in the back of the brain, the part that is responsible for vision (the 

so-called primary visual cortex).  This contrasts with when brain activity 

increases in the frontal part of the brain, as this is where reported 

vividness of imagery drops. This research showed that people with 

aphantasia use the frontal part of their brain (that is responsible for 

thinking, organising, controlling thoughts) when they try to visualize 

images in their brain.  

 

Also, in 2015, Joel Pearson, a professor in cognitive neuroscience, 

discovered that congenital aphantasia is indicated by a lack of low-level 

 
5 Marks F. D. ,(1975) VVIQ/ 
6 Zeman, A, et al.  (2018), The neural correlates of visual imagery vividness. pp. 26-40. 
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sensory. He explained the functional mechanism and clinical applications 

of the mental imaginary: 

 

"Brain imaging work has demonstrated that neural representations of 

mental and perceptual images resemble one another as early as the 

primary visual cortex […]. Recent translational and clinical research 

reveals the pivotal role that imagery plays in many mental disorders and 

suggests how clinicians can utilize imagery in the treatment." 7 

 

Looking back at my personal and traumatic experience while fleeing Iran 

and taking into account the significance of mental imagery in mental 

disorders that Pearson highlights, I reflect on the helpfulness of 

aphantasia in overcoming distressing life experiences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7  Pearson, J. et al., (2015),Trends in cognitive sciences. pp. 590-602. 
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                            Revolution 

 

 

                                                                     Glimmer - Mina Boromand 2020 

 

She is in the middle of a very excited crowd. Pushing herself through in triumph, 

she reaches the two guerrilla fighters on their bikes. She rubs her eyes in disbelief. 

She is not dreaming - they were PFG8 fighters. They are her heroes, wearing a 

Palestinian scarf to cover up the face, holding a Kalashnikov with one hand high in 

a sign of resistance and the other hand showing the symbol of victory. She and the 

crowd were electrified by hearing 'fight for freedom’. As they all joined in chanting 

fight for freedom, in that exact moment, she wanted to jump on their bike to go to 

the frontline to fight. She feels the blood rushing in her veins, not sure if she is 

dreaming or it's real. She hesitates, then in split seconds, she runs with the crowd 

after the clouds of dust made by the bikers but soon realises that she needs to decide 

on which way to go and who to help. Announcement after announcement is telling 

 
8 PFG People’s Fadai Guerrillas (Cherikay Fadai-ye Khalagh), the underground military movement in Iran. 
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people what helpful action, they need to do such as giving blood for the injured 

fighters or helping to fill up the sacks of sand for the barricade or collecting cotton 

and bandages. It is an incredible moment in the social-political history of Iran.  

 
                  

            
                                                     Hengameh Golestan 1978-79, Tehran-Iran 

                                                                                                  

The crowd has an incredible sense of unity and solidarity. She feels amazing to see 

how ordinary people got involved, to change their life in hope of freedom. She is 

feeling proud to be there at that exact moment. She carries on walking in the 

direction of the military base without realising the danger. She asks herself: Can I 

use a gun? What if?! Her mind creates different scenarios: she's in the middle of the 

gunfire, a comrade has been shot and injured so, she has to take the gun and carry 

on fighting! Or the activists are ambushed, she has to pick up the Kalashnikov and 

fight back. The sound of gunfire and the smell of tear gas is coming from every 

direction. Before she reaches the base, she hears the thrilling news that people had 

entered the buildings there. She with the crowd swarms outside of the buildings. The 

soldiers put down their guns after an intense fight. At that moment, she does not 

know what to do. Then she hears that in the fight lots of comrades are injured. There 

is chaos and absolute fear and confusion. She manages to help the injured to safety. 

The students and the other protesters form a street rally.                                                                                                              
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                                                        In My Memory - Mina Boromand, 2020 

 

The crowd chants "Daneshjoo Karegar Payvandetan Mobarak" (Students, workers 

celebrate our unity). Then as one, they chant; "Esteghlal, Azadi, Hokomate karegari" 

(Freedom, Democracy, Worker’s power), her heart leaps with joy and a feeling of 

elation. Then suddenly, soldiers appear at the fringes of the rally, threatening the 

crowds. The wave of panic forces her and others to run. In the nearby streets, people 

left their house doors open for the protestors to hide. She enters her uncle's house.  
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                                     Scene of Conflict - Public Domain, 1978-79, Tehran-Iran 

 

Many protestors come inside to evade the police squads. The entrance is full of 

different shoes hurriedly placed by the doorway. She rings her mum to tell her not 

to be worried, then goes back into the street. It is inspiring to see lots of cars passing 

by, with people hanging out, waving flags. Some hold guns to show their bravery, 

and somehow to spread the good news that people emptied the army base of 

weapons. Everybody has some sort of weapon. At every street corner groups of 

people gather to talk about different political tactics. Everybody has an opinion on 

how to take the revolution to the next stage.  

It is night, they hear that the army is coming to attack the university. After some 

discussion, they divide into groups. Each one has a leader, and those leaders are in 

touch with each other. Each group is delegated to protect one part of the university. 

They are learning how to use weapons. In turn, they guard the entrances to 

university.  

 

It is the most horrific night of her life. She thinks, "What if the police attack us 

through that small window?" Very few of the protestors have any experience of 

violence or military tactics. They know that the army is ruthless and well-trained. 

They also know in a very straightforward way that there is no other way but to stand 
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and fight. They sleep in turn, throughout that long night. In the morning, people 

bring breakfast for them.  

 

There is a sublime atmosphere full of love and care for others. Somehow they 

believe, against all odds, that their humanity, unity, and power will prevail against the 

army. Until this day, they have not understood in any real sense that they can use 

their powers to incredible effect if they are united. She has been in the street for a 

few days by now.  

                                
                                            Hengameh Golestan, 1978-79, Tehran-Iran 

 

She started her journey as an activist at the beginning of this educational year. She is 

a very good daydreamer. Her imagination can take her to faraway places, she can be 

lost there for ages. She remembers when the bright classmate with her long hair tied 

up in a bun walked towards her. The intelligent classmate, a girl who reads lots of 

books, walks closer. She feels nervous and excited, almost ready to faint. The 

classmate comes closer and whispers, “You seem different from the others. I like 

you, here take this book and hide it somewhere until you get home to read it. We 

can talk about the book later.” She lost her concentration all day trying to process 

the event. She feels honoured that the classmate sees her as different. She guards the 

book very skilfully, can't wait to get home.  
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                                                                 Memory - School Photos 1978 

 

She has her food very quickly and walks carefully like a gymnast on the large wooden 

plank that connects the hall to a little secret room on the other side of the flat. The 

book was ‘Round heads Pointed Heads’ by Bertolt Brecht9.This little secret space 

became her favourite place.   

                                       

                                

                                    

                                                      ‘The Secret Space’ Mina Boromand, 2020 

 

 
9 Brecht, B. (1982), Round Heads Pointed Head. 
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The Revolution is over, and the regime strengthens its power. She decides since all 

the Universities are closed, to enrol on to nursing training, as this offers a possibility 

of going away to help the many injured in the Iran-Iraq war.  

 

She is walking up and down in the corridor of the Department of Health waiting for 

her turn. The door opens, and she hears her name invited to go in. The room is 

simple, almost empty, and cold. They ask the same question to all of the health 

workers that need to spend the duty service, "Which part of Iran do you wish to 

spend your duty service in, and why?" 

She reads the confirmation letter, her throat fills with pain, a globus sensation. She 

realises that she needs to leave everyone behind.  

 

Her mum is in the kitchen, the centre point of the house, and the place for political 

discussions, storytelling, decision-making, fighting, and eating delicious foods. 

 

                                           

                                                                      In the kitchen, Tehran 

 

The mum is preparing food while Iranian classical music is on. Often her mum sings 

the poems of Rumi, Khayyam, Sadi, and Hafez (the classical Persian poets). She 

composes the music unconsciously and instantly for the poem that she sings. Since 

the revolution, her mum helps with sorting, hiding, distributing the weekly paper 

KAR10. She also keeps an eye on any suspicious activities of young Islamic Guards 

 
10 http://www.fadai.org/Archive/indexKar.htm 
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in the neighbourhood. She stays alert all the time. Any sudden, loud knocking on 

the door makes her jump or run to hide the evidence.  

 

She breaks the news of her moving to Bushehr11 for three years to her mum and 

then her siblings. “Why do you have to go that far away?” The mum says in a worried 

voice.  

 

That would be her first experience living far away from her family, but she knows 

that this is a journey she needs to take. After all, there are no longer organised 

movements that exist and that she can support. The head of the Tudeh Party12 (the 

first communist organisation in Iran) is in prison: under torture he confesses that he 

is a Russian secret agent. Thus, all the left and socialist movements are under attack, 

with their members either imprisoned or escaping. For her safety, she has to live 

somewhere away from Tehran. This is her first migration.  

 

She is packing her suitcase. Everyone in her family gives her something: a favourite 

book, a favourite T-shirt, a painting. Those items are their favourites too, but by 

giving them to her, they want to show how much she is loved. She is trying to remain 

calm by not showing her emotions and in a jokey way she says: “Do not run after 

me to take your stuff back!”  She feels sad but at the same time very excited about 

the unknown journey. She cannot visualise the outcome. She chooses to face 

uncertainty and its blank canvases will reveal their colours in two years’ time.               

*** 

How have these events shaped my visual memory, in the context of my 

aphantasia, and perception of reality? The experience of the 1979 

revolution had a profound effect on me and how I interpret my life.  By 

 
11 https://www.britannica.com/place/Bandar-e-Bushehr 
12 https://www.tudehpartyiran.org/en/home/ 
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saying the word revolution, for example, an immense and incredible 

energy rushes to my brain while trying to remember the events. My brain 

searches for the moments, the pieces of music, activities, people, places, 

objects, and feelings of that time. Then an emotional state takes over and 

rides me towards the beautiful places of hope, excitement and bravery of 

when I was living through the revolution. Suddenly I remember the special 

smell of the tea in the weekly meetings. I hear the voice of Dr Sivan singing 

an uplifting Kurdish song and the memory of the solidarity concert of the 

Peruvian musicians in Tehran. The memory ride could go forever, if I allow 

it.  Within this context and as a further example, when I decided to sketch 

the 'secret space' for this part of my story, the first thing that came to my 

mind and could remember was the excitement I was feeling every time I 

was going to or being in that secret space. Then I remembered the 

wooden plank that was a bridge to the secret space. I then asked my brain 

to think how I used to use that wooden plank. I remembered the 

frightening feeling of the big gap between the wooden plank and stairs. I 

remembered the steepness of the metal staircase. When I reached this 

point in my memory recollection, I started to sketch. The final result of the 

sketch is very familiar and near to the truth. Therefore, even if due to my 

aphantasia I cannot picture visual imaginary, by reliving the emotions felt 

at the time of the experience, I can recreate the image. Or at least in this 

case I could. 

From a scientific perspective, by looking at the work of Wilma 

Bainbridge13, a neuroscientist researcher whose recent works 

concentrated on memory and perception, we might get closer to 

answering the question of how my lived experience and memories coexist 

 
13 Bainbridge, W.A., Hall, E. H., & Baker, C.I., (2019), Drawings of real-world scenes during free recall reveal detailed object 
and spatial information in memory. Nature, nature communication. 10 (5).  
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with my aphantasia. The aim of Bainbridge’s research was to find out the 

differences between spatial memory and sensory memory. In this 

research 61 people were assessed, half of which had aphantasia. They 

showed each one of them a photo of a room and asked them to draw it 

showing as much detail as possible. The participants had to draw the 

picture once while looking at it, and a second time from memory. The 

results of the test showed that the aphantasic participants had difficulty to 

draw the picture from memory since they struggle to remember details 

such as the colours, the shapes, the various particulars of the image. 

Nevertheless, they approached the task creatively. For instance, one 

aphantasic participant drew a box with the word “window” written on it 

instead of reproducing the real image. The results also showed that the 

aphantasic participants were accurate in placing the objects in the room 

in their drawing. In reflection, Bainbridge added: "One possible 

explanation could be that because aphantasics have trouble with this task, 

they rely on other strategies like verbal-coding of the space. Their verbal 

representations and other compensatory strategies might actually make 

them better at avoiding false memories."      

Bainbridge’s study showed that people with aphantasia use more of their 

brain for remembering, even if they cannot remember everything. It seems 

that what they remember is accurate, as I found out through my 

experimenting with the exercise myself.  

 

I took the challenge and drew a living room once by looking at one from a 

picture and then drew it again without looking at the image. The second 

drawing was done after a one hour break. I just remembered that in the 

picture, there were six different plants hanging from the ceiling. I managed 
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to draw everything except one shelf. Also, there was one error in the 

arrangements of the plants. It seems that my brain recalled what it saw.  

 

By closely looking at my sketches (picture below) of a living room, the 

sketch on the left shows a direct view, at the same level as the picture I 

was copying from, whereas the one drawn from memory seems as if I'm 

looking down to the sofa from a close distance. Also, the shelves are 

positioned at a different angle. 

 

This exercise is a small insight into understanding how anyone can make 

something without being able to visualise it. Furthermore, it shows the 

difference between spatial memory and sensory memory. I likewise 

process the memory of events, such as the revolution in Iran by looking 

inward and searching inside my brain. I feel massive, exciting energy that 

originated from that enormous sense of unity I experienced in my past life. 

Whilst I cannot visualise the events, the memory of the revolution is there 

when I am ‘looking and searching’ inside my brain. 

 

 
                                                 Sketch of a Living Room - Mina Boromand 2021 
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Escaping from Afghanistan 

 

 

                                                                  Tribulation - Mina Boromand 2019 

She tries to wake up her daughter for nursery. She is one and a half years old. She is 

not willing to go anywhere today, keeps resisting getting ready. She gazes at her 

daughter for a second, and her heart aches. Why should her baby suffer any more? 

She holds her tight and says ‘No nursery today. You and I will play here at home.’ 

Most Iranian had left Kabul since the Taliban started another series of attacks on 

the residential area. Life stopped while they play hide and seek. Her soul moves 

between spaces in the distance, but the body and mind are frozen. Her ears hear the 

sounds of silence after a massive bang. It seems she is here for a long time, yet not 

here. The strong smell of explosives makes her look for her daughter, but nothing 

is visible through the thick layers of dust in the air. She feels something is moving 
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near her, takes her daughter in her arms and holds her tight. Their bodies are covered 

in the dust of the explosion. She holds her and walks through the flat. Everything 

seems upside down and shattered. She reaches the front door and searches for 

neighbours. The six meter tall rocket landed in the back yard of their building in the 

soil. Two of the next-door neighbours were injured. She invites people to come into 

her flat for shelter. Taliban usually launch attacks in a row so it's not safe to go 

outside for a few hours after the first attack.  

A few days earlier, her visitors had helped her secure the large bedroom windows 

with the huge and strong oakwood dark brown cupboard, that magic cupboard. She 

prepares for disaster. The bathroom is the only safe place, so she keeps all she needs 

for her baby and herself in there. Later she finds out that the nursery was also 

attacked by rockets that day. She feels tired, unsafe, and shaky.  

                             

                                                    Shattered - Mina Boromand, 2020 – 2018 

 

In this section I will explore how my condition helped me somehow to get 

through this terrible experience. To compare and corroborate this point, I 

will refer to the work of the Australian artist, Susan Baquie, in relation to 

her reaction to the news of the suicide of one of her acquaintances. As 

she puts it:   
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“My emotional state caused me to ‘work blind’ within a process of cutting 

and tearing papers and applying the mixed media in abstract forms onto 

the backing. In this process, there is a desire and energy to make and to 

create, but the mind is not concentrating on much more than the energy 

within the process. Gradually, shapes and colours evoke essences of 

meaning within the experiences being ‘blindly’ depicted. As I have 

aphantasia, there were no images in my mind of the distressing events, 

but it seems that a figurative representation of them emerged 

unintentionally, growing from the action of making and the subliminal or 

subconscious knowledge of the death of the young man.”14 

 

This part of the story will emphasise why it is important to look into 

traumatic events in one’s life to find justification for explaining that 

aphantasia intervenes as a coping mechanism. This investigation leads 

then to an inquiry into another crucial question on the effect of aphantasia 

on the individual's creative performances. If I take into consideration that 

time of my life when I lived in Afghanistan, I realise that my creativity was 

channelled and used in different tasks and projects, as when I was running 

the only women's health clinic in the Nimroz province. I managed to 

organise visits there despite some language barrier. Or, on the last leg of 

my journey in Kabul, I was presenting a radio show by playing music 

requests sent in by listeners' letters. Despite the traumatic surroundings 

of the war and times of conflict, my creativity stepped in as a tool to help 

me cope with it, facilitated by the lack of visual imaginary which would 

have created more stress. In year 1 of my BA in Photography, we were 

introduced to the body of work by Aman Mojadidi15, an Afghani descent 

 
14 MacKisack, M. and Aldworth, S. (eds.) Extreme Imagination - Inside the Mind's Eye.  Exeter: The Eye’s Mind 
Press. (2018). 
15 Mojadidi, A., (2010), A Day in life of a Jihadi Gangster After a Long Day’s Work. 
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artist who went back to Afghanistan in search of his identity. By looking at 

one of his images, I felt something triggered in me.   

 

War Blood Displacement - Mina Boromand 2019 

I remembered the fear that the Taliban brought to the city, the sounds of 

the explosions, and the smell of dust, blood, and terror. My heart started 

to beat very fast. I felt as if I was time travelling. Mojadidi depicts a Taliban 

figure wearing a golden gun as a necklace and having his prosthetic 

golden leg next to him, with a half-naked hijab-wearing woman sitting on 

his lap. For a few seconds, I felt the pain and anxiety in the Kabul streets.  

I remembered the fear of the Taliban fully armed manoeuvring with their 

patrol van. It seems that my brain had sealed that memory far away from 

my reach. In that incident, the golden prosthetic leg triggered the memory 

to come to life.  I felt a traumatic experience through that image. 

This experience of mine makes me think of what the psychologist William 

James said: "Memory requires more than mere dating of a fact in the past. 
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It must be dated in my past." (Greenberg and Knowlton, 2014). Likewise, 

I’m thinking also of the Spanish ballerina Martina Gonzalez’s example. 

She suffered from Alzheimer's, but her body came to life while hearing the 

music from the ballet, Swan Lake; something switched on in her brain and 

she remembered the movements and started to act them out. Dr Victoria 

Williamson, a music psychologist, interviewed on BBC 6 radio16 explained 

how Tchaikovsky’s piece triggered the memory and made the ex-ballerina 

dance.                                       

 

                              

                                                         Dance of Mind – Mina Boromand 2019 

 
                                                           
 
 

                    
 
 
 
 

 
16 Journeys in Sounds with Nemone, BBC 6 music, Body Movin (2021). 
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                    Escaping from Russia 
 

                 
                                                            
                                                         Motherhood – Mina Boromand 2018 

 
 

She is preparing for breakfast. She hears a powerful knock on the door. She feels 

unsure about opening it. The knocking sound gets stronger and louder which makes 

her worry about her husband's reactions, so she goes to check who might be behind 

the door. Through the eyepiece she sees nothing; in hesitation, she opens the door 

slightly, is confronted by a few men in black! The first thing that comes to her mind 

is “Oh, again some strangers asking for money exchange.” In a split second the door 

is pushed forcefully against her body and three tall men in black with their faces 

covered enter pointing the gun at her. They shut the door behind them immediately 

and ask her to be quiet. The gunman in a long black leather jacket pushes her towards 

the kitchen. She is in shock, repeating "This is a mistake. What do you want?! Who 

are you looking for?” The gunman says "All of you shut up and go over there" 

pointing to the living room. Her husband keeps saying “Tell me what you need, I 

will provide it.” The other two men force him to sit on the chair and wrap his hands 

behind the chair. He resists by moving himself up and down, shouts “What kind of 

men are you? Let’s sit down and talk.” Very quickly they put some cloth on his 
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mouth and wrap it round. She is thinking of what the right thing is to do. How to 

protect her daughter? She knows that she has to stay calm or at least pretend. She 

tells her daughter that this is a game these men are playing, a game: “You stay behind 

the sofa.”  

                                      
                                                                    Holding – Russia 1990 

 

Two men search everywhere while asking, “Where is it?” The husband tries to talk 

with his gagged mouth. The gunman points his gun at him shouts “Shut up!” He 

turns the gun towards her and asks her to take her jewellery off. She argues, “These 

are wedding presents from my parents. I can’t give them to you”. He comes in close 

to her, she leans back and with hesitation in hope of him changing his mind takes 

off all the rings and necklaces and puts them on the table. The husband doesn’t give 

up easily, asks “Free my mouth, there is a bottle of Johnny Walker whisky.” The 

gunman frees his mouth, to gives direction for the whisky. They all have a shot and 

then start to talk. The husband says, “I know the powerful people in the government. 

Tell me how I can help you?” They need passports to get out of Russia. She wishes 

she had never opened the door. Her daughter appears from behind the sofa. The 

two men start talking nicely to her and ask to show them her toys. Immediately she 

stands up to go with her daughter, but the gunman shouts, “Sit down.”  
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                                                 Don’t Want to Remember – Mina Boromand 2017 

 

Her heart beats fast, her hearing is heightened and focuses on the other room. It 

seems that her daughter wants to show them her toys. The two young men of the 

gang search through her toy box and find some money! Immediately they talk to the 

gunman and leave the flat.    

 

She can see the disappointment in her husband's eyes. After a few minutes, the 

phone rings; she leans to get up to answer the phone but the gunman shouts, “Sit 

down!” He has almost finished the bottle of whisky by himself. His negotiations 

with the hostage are getting somewhere, and he seems more relaxed. The phone 

rings for a second time, and she is not sure what to do. Is it clever just to run, get 

out of the flat and seek help? She was wondering, thinking of all sorts of possibilities. 

She asks the gunman, “Can I answer the phone?” To her surprise, he gives 

permission. The mother-in-law of their next-door neighbour calls to let the kids 

know that she is not coming home for lunch. She needs to pass the message to the 

neighbour. At that moment, she sees the opportunity to get out. She looks at the 

gunman and nervously asks if she can pass on the message to the neighbour. He 

looks at her and tells her to be quick. She feels a heavy responsibility on her 

shoulders; she needs to do something quickly. Her husband whispers, “Go and get 

some help”.  
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She throws herself out of the flat, starts banging on the neighbour’s door, wishing 

that she would be home. Her nerves take over her body, and she starts shivering 

with a hysterical voice crying for help. The door opens and she is confused, doesn't 

know if she should just pass on the message first and then calmly tell the neighbour 

what's happening or let herself loose and scream for help! She does both at the same 

time. The neighbour offers help. She will go to get the special squad team at the 

neighbourhood office. She begs the neighbour to be quick, and she goes back to the 

flat.            

                     

                                                             

                                                                      Ira, The hero neighbour    

 

The gunman is still talking about his demands. She stays close to her daughter and 

waits. Suddenly she hears banging on the door and without hesitation opens the 

door. In split seconds, six huge men enter. In those confusing moments, the gunman 

takes the pepper spray and sprays it everywhere blindly! The strong men grab him, 

push him down, and start beating him up. She goes mad at that point and shouts: 

“Kick him, kick him harder...” She feels exhausted, almost ashamed of her animality. 

They keep the gunman in police custody. After a week, all the members of the gang 

have arrested. She finds out that two of them are the sons of the important people 
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in government. The shock of the attack and the reaction of the government shatters 

her. She feels unsafe, scared of anyone with black leather gloves, hat, or coat. She is 

anxious and depressed. It is time to leave. With a heavy heart she says goodbye to 

her neighbours and friends, gives them her possessions, whatever she had.  

 

                  
                                                Leave to Unknown Again – Mina Boromand 2019 

 

She is hoping that the UK would be a happier place for her daughter and herself to 

live. The stressful journey of getting to the UK is almost over. She holds her 

daughter's hand very nervously and walks towards the passport control when some 

men stop them and ask them some questions. She does not understand a word in 

English, but they are so patient and kind, offering some seats to rest on while waiting 

for the translator. She feels the kindness and the care of those who are sorting out 

their immigration documents. This first experience makes her believe that they are 

safe at last. She remembers the recurring dream that she had when she was in high 

school, dreaming of speaking in English as her mother tongue.  

 

Although she feels safe here, she finds it hard to adjust to the new environment. Her 

struggle continues. So, she becomes more in touch with her creativity to be able to 

release anxiety and emotion. Photography and artworks become her tools of telling 

her story that she would  forget without any visual imagery in her mind.   
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                                                      Trace of Memory – Mina Boromand 2019 

 

 

                                                    *** 

At the last part of my displacement adventure, it was a time when the 

political regime in Russia did not guarantee safety for us, hence we were 

no longer protected so that we had to flee to save mine and my family’s 

lives. The UK accepted me as an asylum seeker. By looking back to that 

escaping journey perhaps we can find some answers to how artistic 

nature and aphantasia relate. Thus, seeking to answer what is the effect 

of aphantasia on the individual’s creative performances, I will investigate 

what the condition of aphantasia can say about art and what can be learnt 

from a study of it. 

 

                     

                            Step into the Aphantasic Mind – Mina Boromand 2021 
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The story of the repeating pattern of my journey of displacement has not 

only affected me strongly but also shaped my subconscious. I have been 

in a romantic relationship with photography since my childhood. Taking 

photos of my surroundings has always represented a way of being aware 

of how I perceive the world and of my connection to life. But I became 

more in touch with my creativity when I freed myself from my prison in 

London. That magic feel of freedom made me reborn again! My 

aphantasia furthermore helped me not to remember the past, with all the 

pain and struggles of it. To move on without too much visual recollection 

of the pain suffered in the past was helpful. 

 

So, at this stage I wonder what the effect of aphantasia on individual 

creative performances is. In my personal and professional experience, by 

doing street photography, the camera has become my eyes and heart, my 

best friend. My eyes are eager to see everything at that precise moment 

because I know that I would not be able to visualise that moment ever 

again. When I’m out taking street photos, I hold my camera close to my 

heart, and while scanning the scene that I’m interested, by feeling the 

connection to it, then I let my camera take the picture. I trust the camera. 

I trust the process. While I click on the shutter button, my mind drifts away 

by seeing the story of that person. My eye notices female struggles and 

beauty.  
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                                                               Street Photography – Mina Boromand 

 

In the process of mourning for the death of my dad, I looked at some 

photos of him. On one of my visits to Iran, I had taken a photo of him 

praying. I took out my pen and started sketching on it while going through 

the memories of his life. I used the words of a poem by Hafez to describe 

my feeling of despair. The image below is the result of this visual journey 

of recollecting memories.    
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                                                    The Last Pray – Mina Boromand 2016 / 2018 
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Conclusion 

 

The inspiration for this research came from the work of Ursula Le Guin's 

"The carrier bag theory of fiction”17 which pointed out how and why we 

focus on the stories of spears and swords, bashing and killing, the story 

of heroes (man) but not the holders (woman). Reflecting on this point, I 

decided to use my personal experience to investigate the condition of 

aphantasia. As a result, using the story of my life as a case study, and 

looking deeper into it, I have been able to make some observations about 

how this condition affects the artistic personality of our identities. 

 

A first outcome of my exploration has been that the emotional patterns 

repeated many times could indicate a presence of profound emotional 

scars. Conceivably, the condition of aphantasia might be the reason for 

the healing, as the lack of visual imagery brings no echo from the past, 

hence no pain. Although, on the other side, there is a danger of forgetting 

the history and the lessons learnt from it. In answer to the significance of 

the ability to visualise imagery in the personal and emotional development 

of an individual, I reflected on my experience of mental stagnation and 

loss of ability to make sense of and shape any mental activities during a 

severe anxiety and panic attack many years ago.  It is suggested that 

there might be some connection between the traumatic events and 

aphantasia.  Jules Cotard18, a Parisian neurologist, noted the importance 

of a close relationship between depression and loss of visual imagery, 

since: “We cannot prevent ourselves from thinking that the relation 

between these two phenomena goes beyond the fortuitous coincidence”.  

 
17 Le Guin, U. (1986), pdf. 
18 Cotard, J. (1884), p. 292, own translation. 
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We can therefore speculate that in time of distress and fear, perhaps not 

to be able visualise acts as a way of coping, a defence mechanism to 

avoid feeling the pain of the situation. Since visualising the past event is 

impossible, using other sorts of visual evidence is therefore necessary in 

order to bring back memories. This is possibly why visual art has 

coexisted within aphantasia. Most aphantasic people express themselves 

in some sort of artistic form. Some might ask how can anyone make 

something without being able to visualise it? After the Renaissance, the 

idea that real artists have a vision for their work before they start to create 

becomes prominent. "I dream my painting, and then paint my dream," said 

Vincent Van Gogh.  But what about those that could not visualise? Their 

work is never considered as real art, they may be considered as freakish 

or abnormal.  

 

Perhaps it is time to pause and re-arrange the rules that do not give 

advantages to people simply for being different from others. I believe this 

is a good exercise if, for a second, we imagine when aphantasics rule the 

world, like Dodie Bellamy19 imagined in her book 'When the Sick Rule the 

World'. In this version of the world daydreaming, wandering off would be 

the norm, likewise repeatedly to re-read, re-watch the same things over 

and over without remembering, and possibly getting bored.  Everyday life 

would look and feel like a new beginning, a new day.  We would take 

pictures of relatives and events for remembering. There would be not any 

hard feelings from traumatic events, all could be gone, be forgotten.    

 

 
19 Bellamy, D., (2015), When the Sick Rule the World. 
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In conclusion, my research wants to offer the possibility of rethinking and 

differently interpreting the meaning of being creative. I believe that this is 

the right time for this study. Just two years ago in fact, between the 5th 

and 7th April 2019, a group of prominent researchers and academics in 

the field of neurological and psychological visual imagery, held an 

exhibition and conference open to visual artists and writers in Glasgow. 

They brought a wealth of knowledge and learning about the diversity of 

conditions such as aphantasia in different people, while providing 

significant insights into personal functioning and diversity. Claire 

Strickland, one of the artists who attended the conference, explained in 

an interview that she discovered her aphantasia after being in the millinery 

industry for almost more than a decade20. She never felt any barrier to 

stop her from designing. She understood why she works the way she 

does. When she gets some idea, she needs to make a note of that specific 

idea and keep it somewhere safe for later, so she won't forget.  

 

In my case study, I argue that I make my artwork through letting my 

subconscious take over which leads me into the unknown. I generally start 

my work (photoshoot, sketching etc) without a purpose or end plan. It is 

only after when I look at the result and realise why and how I depict the 

images that I can see the journey, which partly comes from my cultural life 

experience, and belief systems and partly from the topic itself. Aphantasia 

is a reason why my learning process is different from normal people. I 

cannot memorise what I read or study, only some information is retained 

in my brain, the rest disappears and that's why I need always to revisit 

and repeat the knowledge that I gathered.  I apply my other senses in the 

 
20 The Eye’s mind (2019) Extreme Imagination-inside the mind’s eye, Glasgow. 
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process of learning and remembering. As a result, daydreaming has 

always been a critical part of my brain activity.  

      

Lastly, it can be useful to mention the name of a few famous artists with 

aphantasia in the hope of changing the direction of thinking about  and 

judging creativity: Ed Catmull, a computer scientist, former president of 

Pixar (known for his work on Toy Story, Bugs Life, Finding Nemo, Inside 

Out);  Brian Froud, a fantasy illustrator (conceptual designer for the Jim 

Henson films, ‘The Dark Crystal’ and ‘Labyrinth’), or Mark Lawrence, the 

novelist, who wrote ‘The Broken Empire’ trilogy of fantasy books.  These 

are just a few of many examples that remind us whether in arts or not, it 

is indeed the time to think outside of the boxes. Diversity in creativity crafts 

the path for thinking differently.  

 

 

“I will become that which cannot come into the imagination, 
 

Then I will become non-existent, non-existence” 
 

      Rumi, 13th century Persian poet 
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